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Old Towns Challenged by the Boom Town
THE VILLAGES OF THE MIDDLE RIO GRANDE VALLEY AND THE
ALBUQUERQUE TRICENTENNIAL

Brian Luna Lucero

A

look through the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century records of San
Felipe de Neri Church in Albuquerque indicates that when the members of that church underwent the Catholic sacraments of baptism, confirmation, and marriage, they identified themselves by the specific towns where
they lived. Albuquerque boasted the main church in the area but most of
the people who underwent these rites did not consider the villa home. Instead, many named Barelas, Alameda, Los Griegos, Alburquerque, Los
Candelarias, Los Gallegos, Ranchos de Albuquerque, Los Duranes, Los
Poblanos, Ranchos de Atrisco, Atrisco, Los Padillas, Sanchez, or Pajarito as
their home. These Hispanic settlements once dotted the Middle Rio Grande
Valley, the area along the river between Sandia Pueblo and Isleta Pueblo.
From the late seventeenth century until the railroad arrived in the late nineteenth century, some of these villages grew relatively powerful and wealthy
while others dwindled and disappeared. The explosive growth of the latenineteenth-century railroad town called Albuquerque has trivialized the
history of these communities to historians and the public. Although the villages' histories have largely been ignored, their palpable presence in the
modern city complicates Albuquerque's simple story. On the occasion ofAlbuquerque's recent tricentennial, it is important to reflect on the histories of
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these villages, which were central to the identities of the first Hispano settlers in the Middle Rio Grande Valley.
Historians who have examined Albuquerque and other cities in the Spanish borderlands have largely adhered to periodization that separates the colonial era from the modern. This partition obfuscates history by neglecting
the conflicts, compromises, and changes that occurred in the transition from
Spanish and Mexican control to U.S. sovereignty. Additionally, by presenting borderlands settlements as either colonial Spanish outposts or modern
Sunbelt cities, historians have left the temporal space between these stages
empty. This failure to examine the tensions inherent in the changeover
from Spanish language, government, law, religion, and culture to their Anglo
American counterparts creates a false sense of continuity between the colonial and modern eras.'
Albuquerque, the modern American town built around the railroad depot after 1880, and Alburquerque, the villa at the center of a Spanish land
grant founded in 1706, are different places with distinct histories. zThe thousands of immigrants who came to Albuquerque after 1880 hardly acknowledged the pre-railroad Spanish-Mexican villages that clung to the river. They
perceived only an Anglo American railroad town surrounded by tributary
Hispanic and Pueblo villages. Therefore, most subsequent residents and
historians ofAlbuquerque have inaccurately regarded it as a single city with
an unbroken three-hundred-year history. Before 1880 the population and
wealth of the valley were decentralized. People identified themselves by
their home villages and the families that dominated those settlements. Residents of the Middle Rio Grande Valley considered Alburquerque as one of
a dozen villages along the river, and often not the most important one. The
Villa de Alburquerque was by no means destined to become the preeminent metropolis of the Middle Rio Grande Valley. Were it not for the somewhat arbitrary placement of the railroad station near Alburquerque's plaza,
any of the valley's villages could have lent its name to New Mexico's supreme city.
Alburquerque was neither the only settlement founded in the Middle
Rio Grande Valley nor was it the first. Some Spaniards established claims to
lands shortly after the expedition oOuan de Onate brought settlers and soldiers to the area in the late sixteenth century. This experience was true of
Atrisco, which the Duran y Chaves family founded in the early seventeenth
century, and of Barelas, which began as an estancia near a natural river
crossing belonging to the Varela family in the 1660s. 3
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ATRISCO CHAPEL, CA. 1900

(Photograph courtesy Albuquerque Museum Photograph Archive, no.
197 8 .°5°,53 6 )

To facilitate settlement of the Middle Rio Grande Valley following the
reconquest of rebellious Pueblos in 1692, the Spanish government distributed
most ofthe land in the valley to settlers as land grants. This strategy of resettlement descended from Spanish law governing colonization. The practice, which
originates in Roman law, was forged when Spain reclaimed the Iberian Peninsula from the Moors. Towns stood as strategically important strongholds
and colonizing centers for the Spanish. To fortify reclaimed territory, the crown
granted a frontier town's citizens collective control of the lands surrounding
them. The Spanish monarchs legally protected these lands against encroachment and usurpation by both nobles and commoners. 4
Land grants in New Mexico served a similar purpose. They promoted
population of a sparsely inhabited frontier and served as a buffer to protect
Spanish settlements and trade routes from Navajo, Ute, and Apache raiders.
Both communities and individuals could acquire grants. Each family in a
community grant received an allotment ofland for its home and at least one
field for cultivation of subsistence crops. They also obtained the right to use
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ejidos (unallotted land) collectively with the rest of the community for pasture, watering livestock, grazing, wood collecting, hunting, and gathering.
After a specified period of occupancy, a settler owned his or her allotments
and could sell them. The unallotted common land could never be sold. It
belonged in perpetuity to the entire community.'
Individuals could be given a grant for special service to the crown. Conquistadors and their lieutenants often enjoyed such rewards. The grantee
accepted the land on the condition that he would improve it, defend it, and
establish settlers on it. After a specified period of development and occupation, a grantee gained full legal possession of the grant. The grantee could
sell it after this period, but in New Mexico, during both the Spanish and
Mexican eras, private grants were normally not sold if occupied by settlers. 6
In the decades after Spanish resettlement, colonists divided the Middle
Rio Grande Valley into five land grants: Alameda, Elena Gallegos, Villa de
Alburquerque, Atrisco, and Pajarito. Each of these grants contained several
villages within them. These villages stood as the foundation of personal identity of the Hispano residents of the valley until the late nineteenth century.
Spanish settlers established the first of these grants at Atrisco. In 1692
Diego de Vargas, captain of the mission to reconquer New Mexico, bestowed a tract on the west side of the river to Fernando Duran y Chaves in
recognition of his service and his family's claim to the area prior to the
Pueblo Revolt of 1680. Duran y Chaves took formal possession of the grant
in 17°3.7 Over the next century, settlers founded several small villages on
the grant in addition to the main Atrisco plaza. Primary among these was
Ranchos de Atrisco, which came to be known as Armijo after a prosperous
Zacatecas family that settled there in the early eighteenth century.8
In 1694 the Spanish government conferred another grant in the Rio
Grande Valley to Diego Montoya as a prize for his aid in the reconquest.
After losing the original grant papers while traveling, Montoya asked to have
the grant affirmed again in 1712. Montoya's grant abutted grants to the village of Alameda and Sandia Pueblo on its north side, the Villa de Alburquerque on the south, the Rio Grande on the west, and the Sandia Mountains
on the east. It encompassed seventy thousand acres including river bottomlands and ejidos on the east mesa and Sandia foothills. 9 Montoya's son transferred the grant to Elena Gallegos de Gurule around 1716, and the tract
became known as the Elena Gallegos Grant. 1O Her descendants remained
on the grant for generations. Nearly all the Gurules in the valley lived on
the Elena Gallegos Grant through the nineteenth century.1I As was true of
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most other families in the valley, the Gurules' identity was tied to a land
grant. Settlers established several villages on the grant, most of which bore
the name of prominent families including Los Gallegos, Los Griegos, Los
Candelarias, and Los Poblanos (named after the Ortega family from Puebla,
Mexico). Largest among these was Los Ranchos de AlburquerqueY
In April 1706, the governor of New Mexico, Francisco Cuervo y Valdes,
founded Alburquerque across the Rio Grande from Atrisco. 1J The governor
declared Alburquerque to be a villa (town), thus defining it in the Spanish
administrative hierarchy. A villa was larger than a pueblo (village), but smaller
than a ciudad (city). There were no ciudades in New Mexico; villas were
the largest settlements in the territory. By declaring Alburquerque a villa,
Cuervo y Valdes hoped to make it a center of trade, government, religion,
and regional defense. Such standing was not allotted to new settlements
arbitrarily. Spanish law required at least thirty families and a priest to found
a villa. 14 That stipulation was a tall order on the sparsely populated frontier
of eighteenth-century New Mexico. Evidence suggests that Cuervo yValdes
inflated the population of the new town in order to classify it as a villa. He
also exaggerated progress made in the construction of the San Felipe church
on Alburquerque's plaza. 15
Alburquerque was in the same class as Santa Fe, Santa Cruz, and El
Paso, the only other villas in New Mexico. This bureaucratic distinction
concerned the villagers in the rest of the valley in that the priest and alcalde
who oversaw religious and legal matters in the valley were in Alburquerque.
As a villa, Alburquerque was allowed a garrison of ten soldiers to protect the
town and its citizens. Within a year of the villa's founding, the governor
decided that it did not command the trade or hold the population required
for special protection and transferred the troops to posts of more strategic
importance. 16
In 1710 Francisco Montes Vigil petitioned the governor to create the
Alameda Grant north ofAlburquerque on the west side of the river. It spanned
between the northern boundary of Alburquerque and the southern boundary of Sandia Pueblo-about four Spanish leagues. The river delineated the
grant's eastern border, and the ridge dividing the watersheds of the Rio
Grande and the Rio Puerco defined its western edge. Within a decade,
settlers established villages on the grant at Alameda and Corrales. '7
Sometime before 1746, the Spanish Crown conferred land south of
Atrisco, known as Pajarito, to Josefa Baca. The first record of the Pajarito
Grant is in Baca's will of 1746. Upon her death, she gave the grant stretch-
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ing from Atrisco in the north to the village of Los Padillas in the south and
from the Rio Grande to the Rio Puerco to her son Capt. Antonio Baca. In
the 1750S, he conveyed it to Clemente Gutierrez, who had married his niece
Apolonia Baca. 18 The reasons for the primary grant to senora Baca have been
lost along with the original grant documents.
The settlers of the five land grants of the Middle Rio Grande Valley
founded villages and increased their population over the rest of the eighteenth century. In 1790 the Spanish government counted this population in
a census of its territory in northern New Spain. This record provides the
best single snapshot of the demographic composition of the villages of the
Middle Rio Grande Valley and the general economic patterns in the valley.
Farmers populated the settlements north of Alburquerque. There were few
ranchers and little diversity of occupations among the other documented
inhabitants. The northern villages, standing close together, lacked access to
the large pastures needed to support ranching in the high desert. Most residents of these villages were subsistence farmers living in small households.
Some who lacked sufficient land worked as farmhands on the large estates.
Among the northern villages, Alameda excepted this pattern because it had
a community grant and more land than other villages on which to graze
livestock. '9
The villages south ofAlburquerque were different from those to the north
in 1790. Census takers counted people in the southern villages separately
from Alburquerque residents. Although the villages were administratively
connected to the Villa de Alburquerque and San Felipe churc~, census
administrators saw them as distinct entities. The census identifies four small
plazas under Atrisco's dominion and notes Pajarito and Los Padillas as individual towns. Atrisco, Pajarito, and Los Padillas had nearly three times as
many ranchers as all the villages to the north of them. The three villages
also had more carders, spinners, and weavers to support the sheep ranchers
than all other communities. 20 Access to pasture lands allowed the southern
villages to raise sheep and cattle in addition to subsistence crops. The wool,
hides, and meat from the livestock provided the foundation of prosperity for
the wealthy families of these settlements.
Pajarito was economically better off than its neighbors to the north in the
late eighteenth century. It was the valley's center of wealth and home to
moneyed families. The census shows that the only merchant of the valley
lived there: don Jose Mariano de la Pena, a native of Mexico City, who was
married to dona Manuela de la Soledad Gutierrez, daughter of Clemente
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Gutierrez and Apolonia Baca, holders of the Pajarito Grant. Their household held nine people including three servants, a class rarely listed in homes
to the north. The Pena-Gutierrez family was not alone in its prosperity.
Pajarito claimed many more residents with the respectful titles of don or
dona than any of the other villages. These luminaries were the heads of
wealthy ranching families, some with very large households of extended
family and servants. Many of these elite belonged to the Gutierrez family,
who controlled most of the wealth and land in Pajarito. 21
Pajarito had many more servants than any other village. Most counted
households had at least one; those that did not employ any servants were
most often the households of servants themselves. Apaches, Comanches,
and Utes comprised most of the servants in Pajarito. They were probably
captives redeemed through rescate (charitable rescue). The presence ofthese
Natives shows that Pajarito households possessed the wealth to purchase
captives and support them as servants. 22
Ranchers dominated the population of Los Padillas. As expected, Padilla
was the most common family name there, although there were also many
Chavezes. Similar to Pajarito, Los Padillas contained exceptionally large
households. For example, rancher Tomas Chaves and his wife Maria Josefa
Padilla had five sons, two daughters, and three servants living with them.
Domingo Chaves and Maria Manuela Aguirres had six sons, two daughters,
a sister, a niece, and an Apache servant in their home. Padilla was second
only to Pajarito in the number of servants in its households. Many of the
families in Los Padillas held significant wealth. Few of the household heads,
however, commanded the titles of don or dona 23
In the Middle Rio Grande Valley as a whole, Hispanos developed an
identity centered on the villages where they lived and worked. Some of the
clearest indicators of this fact are baptismal records. These records provide
valuable historical data on Hispano children and ransomed Indian captives
as well as their parents, guardians, and godparents. Compadrazgo (godparenthood) was a vital social institution for the Middle Rio Grande Valley villagers. A form of ritual kinship that allowed villagers to choose with whom they
would develop a familial bond, compadrazgo bound individuals to one another in a relationship of mutual obligations and privileges. When parents
or guardians baptized a child or novice, they selected another couple as
compadres (coparents). The role of compadre was a sacred one because
compadres were supposed to care for the child if the parents died as well as
ensure that the child or novice received a good Christianeducation. Z4 Within
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the web of compadrazgo stretched across the Middle Rio Grande Valley in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, we can discern how people identified themselves and their homes.
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, villagers from Armijo to
Alameda traveled to the church of San Felipe de Neri in Alburquerque for
the sacrament of baptism. Villagers from Pajarito and Los Padillas generally
went to San Agustin at Isleta Pueblo. The records at each church include
the name of the person baptized, his or her parents, godparents, and sometimes grandparents.15 They also often include the home village of some or
all of these people. For example, Vicente Antonio Beitia, baptized in 1775,
was listed as "Spanish of Atlixco [Atrisco],,; Antonio Jose Armijo, baptized
in 1847, was" of Los Ranchos de Atrisco"; Maria Francisca Griego, baptized
in 1787, was "Spanish of Los Griegos"; and Juan Nepomuceno Alire, baptized in 1846, and his parents, grandparents, and godparents, were "all citizens of Alameda."26 At San Augustin, Manuela Antonia Padilla "of Los
Padillas" was baptized in 1761, and Juana Rosa Gutierrez, a "Spanish of
Paxarito [Pajarito]," was baptized in 1774. 27

LOS GRIEGOS PLAZA,

1883

(Photograph courtesy Center for Southwest Research, Zimmerman
Library, University of New Mexico, Cobb Memorial Collection, no.

000-119-°794)
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These entries in the church records indicate that the village, rather than
nation, colony, or villa, was the most important element of New Mexican
Hispano identity throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The
home villages of these children, their parents, and their godparents were important enough to the people of the valley to record. When asked where they
were from, the families baptizing their children did not identify themselves as
residents of the jurisdiction of the Villa de Alburquerque or the Mission of
Isleta or the province of Nuevo Mexico; they declared Gallegos, Barelas,
Alameda, Los Griegos, Alburquerque, Los Candelarias, Tome, Ranchos de
Albuquerque, Los Duranes, Los Poblanos, Los Garcias, Ranchos de Atrisco,
Atrisco, Los Padillas, Pajarito, Belen, Los Chavez, Los Lunas, Los Lentes,
Sabinal, or Jarales as homes to themselves and their families. Such varied
assertions of home village demonstrate the diversity and decentralization of
personal identities through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
In addition to revealing the diversity of personal identity in the valley,
baptismal records also illustrate insularity among the villages. In entries
that indicate the home village of godparents, most were from the same village as the parents. Occasionally, parents did choose godparents from a different village. In these cases, the villages were usually not far apart. Thus,
children from Los Griegos often had godparents from Los Duranes and
vice versa. Other frequently connected pairs were Alburquerque-Barelas,
Los Ranchos-Corrales, Los Griegos-Los Poblanos, Los Duranes-Los
Candelarias, and Alameda-Corrales. Parents often chose compadres from
members of their extended families who had settled in a neighboring village. These connections demonstrate some intermarriage between villages.
People were not only choosing godparellts from the next village up the road,
they were also finding spouses there. 28 The ritual kinship forged through
compadrazgo reinforced the village as a central element of personal identity and simultaneously tied families and villages to one another. These ties
persisted despite political and economic changes.
In 1821 New Mexico won its independence from Spain along with the
rest of Mexico. The frontier territory, however, was too remote from the
center of power in Mexico City to playa role in the struggle for independence. Likewise, independence caused little political change perceptible
to villages of the Middle Rio Grande Valley. The real change in the valley
that year was economic. Independent Mexico allowed the frontier territories to trade with the United States, a practice prohibited under Spanish
rule. This commerce, known as the Santa Fe-Chihuahua Trade, created
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tremendous opportunities for the wealthy families of the valley and gave
common villagers access to more manufactured goods at lower prices. Although it connected the valley to a global economic system, the Santa FeChihuahua Trade remained in the control oflocal Hispano merchants who
skillfully profited from the new prospects offered by independence. 29
The year after independence, the ayuntamiento of Alburquerque conducted a census. The census listed 2,302 people living in the Middle Rio
Grande Valley. Farmers and day laborers still dominated the valley in 1822.
Of 450 household heads whose occupations are listed, these two categories
accounted for 418 of them. The rest consisted of 15 merchants, 13 craftsmen,
3 teachers, and 1 priest. 30 The villages had expanded since the last census in
1790, now including teachers and artisans, but it is clear that they were still
primarily rural communities occupied with subsistence.
At the conclusion of the U.S.-Mexico War in 1848, New Mexico, along
with 525,000 square miles of Mexican territory, passed into the possession of
the United States. Again the shift ofsovereignty scarcely affected the day-today lives of the villagers of the Middle Rio Grande Valley. Spanish remained
the language of public discourse, both personal and legal. The established
merchant families maintained. their economic domination. Social life and
politics continued in the territory, which was as remote to Washington, D.C.,
as it had been to Mexico City.
The first U.S. census of the territory counted eleven villages in the Middle
Rio Grande Valley. Their populations ranged from 160 in Duranes to 1,203
in Alburquerque. 31 The census includes data on occupation and assets and
shows that the Santa Fe-Chihuahua Trade had made merchants the wealthiest residents of the villages. The estates of Alburquerque's seventeen merchants ranged from $82,000 in value to $2,100. In fact the wealthiest valley
merchants did not live in Alburquerque. The richest man at the time was
Jose Leandro Perea of Alameda, whose estate was valued at an opulent
$225,000. His household included seven servants. Second on the list was
MarianoYrisarri of Los Ranchos-'-worth $213,320-who employed eleven
servants. 32 The successful merchants generated this wealth by carefully investing in the Santa Fe-Chihuahua Trade that passed through the valley as
it connected northern Mexico to the United States and east coast ports.
They continued to expand their wealth through mercantile operations in
the valley and farther south.J3 Although Alburquerque was the site of a U.S.
Army post, the village was not the center of wealth in the valley. The Armijos,
Gutierrezes, Pereas, and Yrisarris were all connected to the valley through

DETAIL OF MAP OF

THE TERRITORY OF
NEW MEXICO, BY

J.

W. ABERT AND

W. G. PECK,

1846-1847

On the eve of the
Middle Rio Grande
Valley's transfer to
the United States,
U.S. Army lieutenant
James W. Abert
illustrated the villages
of the valley.
(From U.S. Congress,

Senate, Report of the
Secretary of War,

30th Cong., 1St sess.,
1846-1847, SED 23,
ser. no. 506, p. 132.)

1910
(Photograph courtesy Albuquerque Museum Photograph Archive, no.
1973.012.001)
ALAMEDA CHURCH, CA.
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land granted to their ancestors. Families tended to stay in one village for
generations, so their wealth became tied to that village. Wealthy merchants
had no need to leave their ancestral homes. They could cart goods to the
army post in Alburquerque or anywhere else in the region. Wealth flowed
back to them and their heirs in the villages, which were the centers of their
economic power and family life.
In 1860 the Middle Rio Grande Valley was still full of farmers, ranchers,
and day laborers, who together accounted for more than 80 percent of the
occupations listed in the census. Although less wealthy than the merchants,
some of the farmers and ranchers were relatively prosperous with estates
worth near $20,000. More common were estates worth $100 to $800, and
often, no property value was listed at all. More practitioners of skilled trades
lived in the valley during the territorial period than in the Spanish or Mexican periods. Several villages had one or two blacksmiths. The census shows
clerks in all villages with merchants. Alburquerque even claimed a tailor.
There were also more servants in all of the villages during this period than
in either the Spanish or Mexican periods. The census includes Indian servants with the same last names as their masters. These were examples of
criados (captured Native children raised in Hispano families); their existence indicates that rescate continued to thrive under u.S. sovereignty.34
These data show that the Middle Rio Grande Valley had changed since
the eighteenth century. That change was radical, but gradual. With access
to broader markets as a territory of the United States, the wealthy residents
of the valley were able to develop lucrative merchant and freighting enterprises. The few households worth hundreds of thousands of dollars and
employing both Hispano and Indian servants reflected this conversion. The
mass of farmers and laborers shared in this wealth to a very small degree,
remaining subsistence farmers. Another notable change from the SpanishMexican era was the large number of non-Hispanos around the Alburquerque
plaza. Most of these Anglos were U.S. Army officers and enlisted men garrisoned in a post on the west side of the plaza. They comprised nearly onethird of the population of Alburquerque.
The federal regulars of the Alburquerque garrison represented the military power of the United States, but they did not exert any real political or
economic power as individuals. Few of them had any property. Some had
their families with them, but nearly all left the valley when their service
ended. Collectively, the contracts for the supplies the soldiers required were
an economic boon to the valley merchants who could fulfill them.
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With the exception of the soldiers in Alburquerque, the valley remained
ethnically homogenous. Nearly all of the residents of villages outside
Alburquerque were born in New Mexico. Villagers of Mexican birth formed
the largest minority. New Mexican Hispanos made up the vast majority of
the population, owned nearly all the land, and held most of the wealth in the
valley. In 1860 Hispanos were still very much in control of the valley. They
were the producers of food, wool, and livestock. The means of that production, the land they had held for centuries, unquestionably still belonged to
them. Hispano merchants remained a vital link in the trade among Europe,
the United States, and Northern Mexico. 35
The 1860 census also reveals how small the villages of the valley were
compared to other population centers of New Mexico. The largest,
Alburquerque, had one quarter of the population of Santa Fe and one half
that of Mesilla. Other New Mexico towns that had more people than Alburquerque included Santa Gertrudis, Arroyo Seco, El Fernando, El Llano, El
Rancho, and Zuni Pueblo. 36 On the eve of the American Civil War, it was
by no means evident or necessary that Alburquerque would become the
preeminent New Mexican metropolis of the twentieth century.
Modernity steamed into New Mexico in 1878 when the Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe Railroad (AT&SF) pushed into the territory. Railroads played
an immense role in New Mexico's history but they were not established to
benefit the territory. The federal government that authorized them, the businessmen who invested in them, and the engineers who directed their construction aimed to connect the Mississippi Valley to the Pacific Ocean. New
Mexico was just a link in the track. The territory could provide revenue from
freight and passenger traffic to other points along the line, but tapping that
revenue was a secondary concern. The backers of the railroad desired to push
the line through the territory as quickly and efficiently as possible.
The priorities of the AT&SF became clear as it approached Las Vegas,
New Mexico, in 1879. The company presented an offer to the town: the
railroad line would pass through in exchange for ten thousand dollars in
cash, a right-of-way through the town, thirty acres of land for a depot and
repair station, and one-half interest in a four-hundred-acre addition to the
town. The railroad expected Las Vegas, and all the towns in New Mexico
through which it might pass, to pay for the privilege of its presence. Newspaper editor William McGuiness feared what the railroad's coming to
Alburquerque would mean: "Now if that company asks so much frama
town laying directly upon the route of its road ... what must Albuquerque
be prepared to do if she wants a finger in the pie?"37
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Although the Middle Rio Grande Valley had established commercial
links to the Santa Fe Trail and the Camino Real at villages like Alburquerque,
Alameda, and Pajarito, the engineers of the AT&SF did not initially consider any of them as a hub for the new rail line. They first approached Jose
Leandro Perea, patriarch ofthe leading family in Bernalillo and the wealthiest
man in the territory. AT&SF officials opened negotiations to purchase land
from Perea to build a rail depot and repair shops for $3 per acre. Wishing to
protect his own freighting business, he offered to sell at no less than $425
per acre. The railroad company negotiators responded icily. They would
not tolerate ultimatums and quickly ended negotiations with Perea. They
took a stagecoach south to find a settlement more accommodating to the
company.38 The New Mexico Town Company, a cadre of three Albuquerque speculators who were accumulating marshy farmland east of the villa,
was open to deal on the railroad's terms. The company deeded a tract to the
railroad for $1 in exchange for one-half the profits from the sale of the land
not used for the depot and shops.39
The tracks of the AT&SF changed the physical layout of the Middle Rio
Grande Valley as swiftly as they altered economic conditions. They cleaved

BARELAS CHURCH, CA. 1900

(Photograph courtesy Albuquerque Museum Photograph Archive, no.
1973.012.027)
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the old village of Barelas, just south of Alburquerque, in two. They cut
through the village's agricultural fields, separating them from the essential
water of the acequia madre (main irrigation canal). This division ended
Barelas's life as an agricultural village near the river crossing. Although it
destroyed the agricultural infrastructure of the village, the AT&SF provided
the basis for a new economic role for Barelas with the construction of a
roundhouse and locomotive repair shops on the west side of the tracks. The
farmers of Barelas took up wage labor for the railroad. Such jobs also drew
migrants from other Hispano villages in New Mexico, as well as immigrants
from Mexico, Germany, and the eastern United States, to the community.
By 1890 the AT&SF shops employed over nine hundred men and the village of Barelas had grown from fewer than two hundred to more than twelve
hundred households. 40

ALBUQUERQUE RAILROAD DEPOT, 1880s

The Albuquerque railroad station sits next to buildings under
construction on First Street. Canvas tents provide shelter to a rapidly
growing population in the background.
(Photograph courtesy Center for Southwest Research, Zimmerman
Library, University of New Mexico, Cobb Memorial Collection, no.
000-119-5 64)
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The railroad not only altered the valley's existing villages, it also created
a new one. The town of Albuquerque began growing around the depot on
the day that the first train carrying construction materials arrived. This town
was named for the Villa de Alburquerque, which lay in a bend of the river
two miles to the west. The common name shared by the town around the
depot and the villa, and the fact that both the depot and the plaza have been
in the same city for at least two generations have led most people, including
many historians, to think of them as one city sharing one history.4! This
belief is not true. Alburquerque and Albuquerque, respectively Old Town
and New Town, are distinct entities. They have very different histories and
were founded for very different reasons. Alburquerque was the largest plaza
in a centuries-old network of villages that ran along the river. Conversely,
Anglos recently arrived to the territory established and ran the AT&SF depot
in Albuquerque. By casting Albuquerque as a natural nineteenth-century
outgrowth of Alburquerque, historians have created a false impression of
continuity and connection that denies the pre-railroad villages of the Middle
Rio Grande Valley proper historical recognition.
Although the new railroad town was called Albuquerque, it had nothing
to do with the old Spanish village near the river. It was not an outpost of the
old settlement, nor was it populated by families from the valley. No one
from the village even consented to the depot's use of its name. Albuquerque
was established in spite ofAlburquerque. The AT&SF simply took the name
of the nearest village for its town around the depot. As we have seen,
Bernalillo could have become the supreme city of New Mexico. Conceivably, after Perea's rejection, the railroad could have found a suitable spot for
its facilities a little farther north or south, and the prime city of the state
would have been called Atrisco, Barelas, Pajarito, or Alameda.
A conflict that occurred soon after the arrival of the railroad illustrates
that Albuquerque and Alburquerque were two different settlements. On 10
February 1881, the U.S. Post Office chartered a station in the new town.
Immediately a problem arose. Mail addressed to Albuquerque could be sent
to the office near the tracks or to the decades-old one on the plaza. A postal
inspector decided the best way to resolve the situation was to shut down the
old office and let the new one handle all mail addressed to Albuquerque.
This solution was horribly inconsiderate toward the residents and merchants
of Alburquerque, but the decision demonstrates the attitude of the federal
government regarding the villages of the valley. The U.S. government saw
no need to inconvenience the business of the railroad to accommodate an

NEW TOWN POST OFFICE, CA. 1890

The Albuquerque Guards, a volunteer militia from New
Albuquerque, stand in front of the post office.
(Photograph courtesy Center for Southwest Research, Zimmerman
Library, University

of New

Mexico, Cobb Memorial Collection, no.

000-119- 0 59 2 )

OLD· TOWN POST OFFICE, 1880s

(Photograph courtesy Center for Southwest Research, Zimmerman
Library, University
no. 000-119-0587)

of New

Mexico, Cobb Memorial Collection,
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old Spanish town. The government legitimized the new town at the expense of the old. It even allowed the two-year-old railroad town to pirate the
identity of the two-hundred-year-old village. 42
The loss of the post office infuriated longtime residents of the old Spanish villa. Through petitions and pressure on the territorial delegation in
Washington, D.C., they were able to get the post office reopened. The postal
service addressed the problem of two towns with the same name by affirming the name Albuquerque for the' railroad depot and declaring that old
Alburquerque would thenceforth be called Armijo. Controversy over the
imposed name change continued for several years more until the postal
service crafted a compromise. In 1886 the federal department officially named
the east office near the depot New Albuquerque and the plaza station Old
Albuquerque. This settlement worked well for the populace of both
Albuquerques, for the residents of both had begun calling the settlements
around the plaza Old Town and those near the depot New TownY
The displite over the mail represents more than a dilemma of a town
split by the arrival of the railroad. The influx of immigrants brought by the
railroad radically remade the villages of the Middle Rio Grande Valley. The
resolution of the postal episode shows that the new immigrants had both
the power of the railroad and the recognition of the federal government
behindthem. These real and symbolic assets gave them the temerity to take
anything, even something as essential as a community's name. By taking
Alburquerque's name, these new valley residents w~re not only showing the
power to alter the traditions and landscape of the v~lley at their whim, they
were also legitimizing themselves by appropriating the identity ofthe valley's
traditional center of commercial and religious life. If the AT&SF had named
its station in the Middle Rio Grande Valley after one of its engineers or
financiers; as it did at other points along its route, would the tremendous
schism between the old Hispano villages and the new Anglo town be more
evident to modern citizens and historians of the city?44
Albuquerque merchant Franz Huning's granddaughter, Lina Fergusson
Browne, recalled the two very different towns named Albuquerq~e that she
knew in her youth at the end of the nineteenth century:
Old Town, where Spanish was the prevailing language, was ... called
Mexican . ... With the coming of the railroad in 1880 New Town soon
became the business center of Albuquerque while Old Town withdrew
into its own past. ... The Old Town Plaza was ... a quiet, charming,
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typically Mexican plaza, across-the-border in feeling.... New Town
was something very different. Here one had crossed back into the
U.S.A. It looked much like the setting for any typical Western. 45
Browne's description illustrates the profound change the Middle Rio
Grande Valley experienced after 1880. Alburquerque and the other villages of
the valley were a very different place than Albuquerque. The centuries-old
plaza rapidly became so far removed from the primary business of the city
that it seemed to be a quaint foreign land. Only when she was among the
buildings around the depot did Browne feel in her own country. As a member
of an Anglo family profoundly conscious of the cultural landscape of the valley, she might have related to the old villages by the river. Instead, she felt she
was crossing a border when she traveled the two miles to the old plaza.
By 1880 Browne's grandfather had lived in Alburquerque for more than
thirty years; he understood the villages and the Hispanos of the valley. Known

NEW TOWN,

1881

This view of Albuquerque looks northwest from the railroad tracks.
The depot is in the right foreground. The stately building in the
middle distance is the Armijo House, New Albuquerque's first hotel
building. Note the wood frame structure under construction on the
left and the tents pitched on the right.

(Photograph courtesy Center for Southwest Research, Zimmerman
Library, University of New Mexico, Cobb Memorial Collection, no.
000-119-555)
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to many Hispanos as Francisco Huning, he spoke German at home and
Spanish at work. He never mastered English. 46 If Huning's granddaughter
saw Alburquerque as a foreign land, imagine how it appeared to the eyes of
an outsider who had no connections to the Hispano families and villages of
the valley. Thousands of such outsiders populated the burgeoning modern,
industrial Anglo American town that was plucked up in the East, transplanted to the Middle Rio Grande Valley, and named Albuquerque. The
longtime residents of the valley, with their Hispano traditions, landscape,
and laws, seemed exotic to the newly arrived Anglos.
The villagers of the Middle Rio Grande Valley saw the land that had
been home to their families for centuries rapidly change. The railroad radically shifted the distribution of people in the valley. The population of the
valley changed little between 1860 and 1870. Alburquerque lost the army
post, but grew by one hundred more people; Alameda lost just one person
in those ten yearsY After the arrival of the AT&SF in 1880, the population
of Albuquerque exploded dramatically. By 1890 most of the villages had
grown only slightly. The one that did see a significant change was Barelas,
which grew from 309 people in 1870 to 642 in 1890. Laborers who came to
work in the nearby AT&SF yards doubled the population of Barelas in just
twenty years. 48
The most rapid population growth occurred in New Albuquerque. The
town did not exist in 1870, but by 1890 it had 3,785 residents, more than
twice as many people as in Alburquerque that same year. 49 This census shows
a demographic shift in the structure of the valley. In 1870 the valley was still
dedicated to farming and ranching. Most residents were natives with deep
family connections to land grant villages. By 1890 these people had become
a dwindling majority almost outnumbered by the immigrant population of
Albuquerque. The trend is evident across the county. In 1870 Bernalillo
County was home to 7,591 people; that number had nearly tripled to 20,913
by 1890.50 Newcomers who did not recognize the history of Hispano settlement in the valley were quickly overrunning the families who had lived
there for centuries.
The Koch map ofAlbuquerque shows the way that newcomers perceived
the Middle Rio Grande Valley after 1880. The railroad depot that did not
exist six years previously is at the center of the map. Surveyors divided the
land all around the depot into a grid of streets in anticipation of the arrival
of thousands of new residents. Koch acknowledges the Alburquerque plaza
in the distance of the upper right of the map, but omits any of the other
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BIRD'S EYE VIEW OF ALBUQUERQUE, BY AUGUSTUS KOCH,

1886

This map shows the radical shift in perspective of the valley after the
railroad's arrival. The new depot centers the image while the old
villa provides a distant backdrop.

villages in the valley. The families and settlements that had occupied the
.valley for two centuries simply do not exist from the perspective of the Koch
map. Their domain is cartographically empty, just a blank white field where
the railroad town may expand in the future.
The railroad was ultimately both beneficial and detrimental to the villagers of the Middle Rio Grande Valley. By connecting the villages to the
rest of the nation, the railroad granted villagers larger markets and more
low-priced manufactured goods than the Santa Fe trade ever provided. Although villagers found they had increasing access to the rest of the country,
they could not have overlooked the fact that the rest of the country had
expanded access to and interest in New Mexico land. Thousands of newcomers unfamiliar with the traditions of the people and the valley rode the
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train into town and found they did not have to work within the Hispano
system of patronage in the way earlier immigrants like Franz Huning did.
The railroad, backed by the federal government, reorganized the political,
economic, and social space of the valley.
The railroad made New Mexico more accessible to investors and speculators who wanted to buy land in the new territory than had the wagon
route. The resultant land rush clarified the discrepancies between land laws
of Spanish and English origin. English land systems used in the United
States laid an imaginary grid over a landscape to create marketable units of
land. Accurate measurement and documentation (and fencing) of property was essential so that each landholder could know exactly what he
owned 5 ! Anglo land systems emphasized the individual farmstead as a basic

STREETCAR ·AT FIRST STREET AND RAILROAD AVENUE,

1885

The mule-drawn streetcar carried passengers between the railroad
depot and the plaza.
(Photograph courtesy Albuquerque Museum Photograph Archive, no.
1980.020.002)
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economic unit. 52 Hispano land systems considered the village or land grant
to be the basic unit of settlement. These systems demarcated land with metes
and bounds, relating boundaries to tangible objects on the surface of the
earth rather than imaginary survey lines. There was also a clear element of
community interdependence ingrained in the Spanish land system, especially on land grants. Land grant communities shared plazas, water sources,
pasture lands, and forests that provided subsistence for the entire community. The English system had no comparable communal ownership.53 The
Anglo and Spanish-Mexican systems of land use and ownership clashed in
New Mexico in the nineteenth century, impeding the designs of the U.S.
government and its economic agents to incorporate the territory fully into
the national body politic and economic system.
In order to determine the validity and provenance of Spanish and Mexican land claims in New Mexico, Congress established the Court of Private
Land Claims (CPLC) in 1891.54 In this court, Alburquerque sought to legitimize the villa's Spanish grant. The original grant defined the plaza as the
center of the settlement with boundaries one league in each cardinal direction from that point. This territory included the valuable land under New
Albuquerque. The CPLC's endorsement could be secured with original
granting documents from 1706. No copies of these documents were known
to exist. Nonetheless, the court approved the grant on the basis of secondary
evidence, but that victory was short-lived. Congress, responsible for final
confirmation of any land claim, reversed the decision. Thus, the railroad
town ultimately won the domain and the future of the city. 55
Atrisco fared better in the court. After years of struggle and unclear resolutions, the CPLC confirmed its grant. An official survey showed that the
Atrisco Grant covered nearly eighty-three thousand acres between the Rio
Grande and the Rio Puerco. Atrisco has persevered under the control of the
descendents of the original grantees. 56
The Elena Gallegos Grant also sought adjudication by the CPLC.
Donaciano Gurule, a descendant of Gallegos, represented the community
in the suit. The grant originally encompassed nearly seventy thousand acres.
The U.S. government confirmed it at thirty-five thousand. 5i The southern
boundary of Elena Gallegos was the northern boundary of the confirmed
Villa de Alburquerque Grant. These two grants (if the Alburquerque Grant
had held up) would have covered most of the east side of the valley.
Tomas Gutierrez, Frank Hubbell, J. Felipe Hubbell, and Mariano Otero
represented the community of Pajarito in the CPLC. As their names indi-
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MAP OF LAND GRANTS

cate, they were connected to old and powerful families in Pajarito. Frank and
J. Felipe Hubbell were sons ofJames Hubbell and Juliana Gutierrez, wealthy
pre-railroad freighters and traders. Tomas Gutierrez was a great-great grandson of Clemente Gutierrez and Apolonia Baca, holders of the grant. Without
documentation of the grant itself, the court confirmed Pajarito on the basis of
continuous occupation by the Gutierrez family and its descendants. As confirmed, it measured four miles from north to south and fourteen miles from
east to west, encompassing more than forty-five thousand acres. 58
Alameda also petitioned the CPLC for confirmation of its grant. As in
other cases, the residents of Alameda demonstrated the legitimacy of their
claim by showing that they were descendants of the Spanish colonists who
had been given the land in order to provide for their families. One of the
Alameda villagers, Antonio Jose Gonzales, had a direct connection to the
original Alameda colonists. He testified that he could name the land-holding
ancestors on his father's side back through his great-great grandfather. He
traced his lineage to Capt. Juan Gonzales, who had received the grant from
its original holder, Francisco Montes Vigil. One of the attorneys in the case
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questioned Gonzales on this knowledge: "How do you know all this about
your descendants?" Gonzales replied, "How do we all know of our own
descendants? I know because I know from whom I am descendant. My father made known to me who was my father, my grandfather, my great grandfather, and all the rest of them."59 This exchange shows that family heritage
and awareness of one's lineage remained essential parts of personal identity
in the Hispano villages of New Mexico into the twentieth century. The
court confirmed Alameda's grant. It covered the area between Sandia Pueblo
and Elena Gallegos, from the old bed of the Rio Grande (east of where it
ran in 1895) to the ridge dividing the watersheds of the Rio Grande and Rio
Puerco, an area of 24,187 acres. 60
Confirmation of land grants, however, could not stem the advent of a
new order in the Middle Rio Grande Valley. As Albuquerque continued to
grow explosively, it became more and more important as the center of economic and political life in the valley. The census of 1900 reveals that villages of the valley were experiencing slow growth if any at all. The 1900
population ofAlburquerque had actually dropped to 1,191 from 1,733 in 189°.61
Barelas was again the exception. In ten years, its population had doubled to
1,220. This growth rate is comparable to that experienced by Albuquerque,
which entered the twentieth century with a population of 6,238, up from
3,785 ten years earlier. Neither Alburquerque nor any of the other villages
except Barelas were experiencing growth at a rate anywhere near that of
Albuquerque's.62
The villages most adversely affected by the decisions of the CPLC were
those within the boundaries of the Villa de Alburquerque Grant: Alburquerque, Barelas, Los Duranes, Los Candelarias, and part of Los Griegos.
Without the legal protection of a grant, these villagers could only keep the
land under their houses and ad joining fields clearly connected to those households. The rest of the grant, which had been communal land, became public land. The villagers who were left without access to common lands lost
the ability to raise livestock that could provide more than mere subsistence
to their families. They faced a significant impediment to their ability to
make a reasonable living. The villages of the Villa de Alburquerque Grant
contained rich farmlands near the river that enticed speculators. This asset,
combined with the villagers' new poverty, made the land of this area particularly vulnerable to dispossession in the ensuing years.
Albuquerque's presence made Barelas an exceptional case among the
villages. The railroad disrupted land in Barelas more than in other villages
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because the train literally split the settlement in two. The division benefited
the community in the new economic arrangement of the valley that favored
Albuquerque and its railroad connection. Barelas attracted numerous workers after the AT&SF built its yards nearby. The influx of railroad workers to
the AT&SF shops buoyed Barelas's thriving community well into the twentieth century. The survival of the community, however, now depended on a
single employer. This contingency endangered its prominence among the
other villages. 63
The towns within the grants confirmed by the CPLC, Alameda, Elena
Gallegos, Atrisco, and Pajarito, were more secure from trespass and dispossession than those on unconfirmed grants. The heirs to the original grantees had legally recognized rights to the land they had traditionally held.
Under the American system, however, they had a tenuous grasp on the communallands that provided for the entire village. The ejidos and private lands
within the grants had been converted to marketable units under the American system. The security of the villagers' land and heritage relied on their
ability to act as a community and avoid divisiveness. That task would not be
easy in the new American system that emphasized individualism and undermined village coherence. 64
Although the Middle Rio Grande Valley had been under the jurisdiction of the United States since 1848, it was not until the closing decades of
the nineteenth century that the federal state was able to exercise political
and economic control over the villages of the valley. Land grant adjudication and the arrival of thousands of outsiders coincided to destabilize the
traditional villages. Some of the villagers found their legal land rights still
valid under the American system while some lost those rights. In all cases,
the villages of the Middle Rio Grande Valley faced a new system ofland use
that made it difficult for individuals to cooperate and hold a village together
through generations. The U.S. system changed the grants to fit American
ideals of individual plots of marketable land, which undermined the communal traditions of the villages. The grant system and Spanish-Mexican
inheritance laws had almost naturalized this communal cohesion. Villagers had every incentive to work with one another and to stay in their village
through generations. The loss of this system, combined with the pressure of
outsiders seeking an economic foothold in the area, jeopardized land that
was the basis of village communal life.
Before 1880 the residents of the Middle Rio Grande Valley considered
their villages to be distinct places. Each village had an identity that was
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linked to the families who lived there. From birth, personal identity was
rooted through the family to the village. Although railroad-borne immigrants who did not recognize the distinct valley villages rapidly flooded Albuquerque, they could not erase the village-based personal identity of the
area natives. That tie to the village is still evident today. Many citizens of the
city of Albuquerque who were born before World War II recall their childhoods in Armijo, Duranes, Pajarito, and Alameda, though their children
and grandchildren have grown up thinking they have lived nowhere else
but Albuquerque. A second population boom in the postwar years caused
the city to annex most of the villages, further eroding their distinct identities. The city has displayed historical amnesia during the celebration of its
tricentennial. Politicians, planners, and historians have imagined an unbroken line from Francisco Cuervo y Valdes to themselves, adopting the view
of cartographer Augustus Koch. The railroad town of Albuquerque was distantly connected to the Spanish plaza Alburquerque in the midst of a historical and spatial vacuum.
This imagined past of the tricentennial becomes evident if we make a
single hypothetical change to history: What if railroad executives had chosen a different name for their depot in the Middle Rio Grande Valley? If the
largest city in New Mexico were called Huning, would we be celebrating a
tricentennial? Would Albuquerque just be remembered as the name of a
neighborhood or elementary school? This exercise of the imagination demonstrates the need to acknowledge the full history of the city's past, the many
roots that existed in the valley before the railroad, and the degree of control
that the railroad town had in determining the valley's development.
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